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We prove that there exists a bearing design which ~111 support more weight 
than any other design when the lubricant is a compressible substance such as 
air. Our methods are easily adaptable to a digital computer and some numerical 
results are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let a > 0, ‘1 > 0 and M > 1 be given. Let 
X = (H: HEL,((O, a)) and I < H(x) < 44 a.e.}; 
we will call this the set of bearing profiles. The nondimensional pressure distribu- 
tion pH(x) associated with a bearing profile H(x) is such that pH(x) - 1 E 
f&W 4) and 
(1) 
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for all 5 E H.&J(O, a)); this function space is briefly described at the end of this 
section and a complete description is to be found in Morrey [l; p. 62ff.l. 
Equation (1) assumes that the lubricant is a compressible substance with 
compressibility number A and the bearing is of length a; a detailed account of 
this physical model may be found in Gross [2]. The weight a bearing profile H 
will support is d;p(pH), where 
cY(pH) =- J; p&) ds 
with 
I = (x: x E [0, u] and pB(x) > O}. 
Let %” be that subset of Z so that to each HE Z’ there exists a function 
Pi solving (1) with &(x) - 1 E Hi,,((O, a)). In this paper we All solve the 
following optimization problem: 
Find an Pr, E 2’ such that 
LY(pH,,) == mart&.%@,): HE SF’}; (2) 
i.e., we will show how to obtain a bearing profile HO which will support more 
weight than any other profile when we have a compressible lubricant. We will 
call H,, an optimum pvojile. 
The problem of finding an optimum profile for a one dimensional bearing 
with a compressible lubricant was investigated by Mayday in [3]. He assumed 
that an optimum profile exists and that it is piecewise continuous. Motivated by 
methods of Leitmann in [4] he then put the problem in a variational setting, 
used the Corner Condition and the E-Function to derive equations an optimum 
profile must satisfy, and then found, in a clever way, a solution to these equations 
without showing his profile was optimal. Our results will justify his assumptions; 
i.e., we will prove that (2) has a solution and that an optimum design is, in fact, 
piecewise smooth (i.e., machineable). Our methods are new and allow for easy 
numerical implementation. 
Since Rayleigh [5] discovered in 1918 the importance of a stepped profile 
(i.e., H(s) is a piecewise constant), they have been widely used in the design 
of bearings. Our set X not only contains all possible stepped profiles but also 
the limits of such functions. The set X is therefore a natural framework for this 
optimization problem. 
In Section 2 we derive certain properties of solutions to (1). In particular we 
show that Pi 3 0 over [0, a] and hence I = [0, u] in the definition of P(pH). 
We also show that &” is never empty and we give a sufficient condition (it only 
depends on the magnitudes of a and M) that A?’ = X. 
The existence of a solution to the optimization problem in (2) is established 
in Section 3 for any a > 0 and M :> 1. The basic idea of the proof is to write 
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A?’ as a union of subsets #i with c a parameter in [-M, - 11, to find an H, E %I 
such that pH,(x) > pH(x) for all x E [0, a] and for all HE Y?: , and then to show 
that Y(pH,) is a continuous function of c E [--M, -I]. Solving (2) is now a 
problem of the Calculus. 
In Section 4 we summarize our method as it applies to an associated difference 
problem and present some numerical results. 
For notational simplicity we will take A = 1. The case of general A involves 
trivial modifications of our method; in particular it has no effect on our existence 
result for (2). 
All integrals are Lebesgue integrals, a.e. means almost everywhere with 
respect to Lebesgue measure, and 
IIfW’ = s, f”(x) dx 
whenever f~La((0, a)). If f(. ) x is d fi d e ne only on X, E [0, a] with i = 0 ,..., iV, 
then 
II f@)ll’ = f f’W 
a=0 
Let C,“((O, a)) be the subset of P((O, a)) having compact support in (0, u). 
Then Hi,,((O, a)) is the closure of C,=((O, a)) in the norm defined by 
2. EXISTENCE OF .4 SOLUTION TO (1) 
Let HE Z’. Suppose we can find an V(X) such that V(X) - 1 E Hi.,((O, a)) and, 
for every 5 6 f$,((O, a)), 
[ lHs(f,‘- Hv/ c’dx=O. 
Then we say that the pair (H, v) is a solution pair. 
Our first result lists some elementary properties of a solution pair. 
IdEMM.4 2.1. If (H, v) is a solution pair, then the following are true: 
(a) v2 - 1 E H:,,((O, a)) and 
ll(v2)’ (I2 < K f 2Ma1:“(1 + 2Ma/3). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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(b) For almost a/lx irl [0, a] 
H3(4 (vfp)’ - H(x) v(s) = C(H) (2.3) 
where 
(2.4) 
Moreover, 
1 C(H)1 < M3(1 + 2(a1:‘) K)‘;“. (2.5) 
(c) If HE Z and zu - 1 E Ht,,((O, a)) are such that H3(x) (a+(.v)/2)’ - 
H(x) w(x) is essentially constant over [0, a], then (H, zo) is a solution pair. 
(d) 0 .< V(X) < max{i C(H)/ , I> over [0, a] and C(H) E [-M, O]. 
(e) If 4Mu 3:-? < 3, then, for given H, there is at most one function v satis- 
fying (2.1). 
Proof. (a) Since v E Hzl((O, a)), v is continuous over [0, a]. Hence V” - 1 E 
H21,o((O, 4). 
To establish (2.2) we choose 1 = (va - 1)/2 and obtain l/(c’/2)’ lip >< M 11 v /I9 . 
Since V’(X) - I = 2 st (va/2)’ ds < 2(x’@) 11(v”/2)’ (I2 , we have 1’ z’ I/a < alla + 
(2a3’4/(31!z)) ll(G/2) ’ 1 ‘j2 < a1i2 + 2Ma3j2/3 + //(G/2)’ 112/2M. Hence (2.2) is ,!2 
verified. 
(b) Equation (2.3) is an immediate consequence of [6, Lemma 1.1, p. 671, 
(2.4) is obtained by integrating (2.3), and (2.5) follows from (2.2) and (2.4). 
(c) This part is an immediate consequence of an integration by parts. 
(d) Since C(H) is a constant in X, there are exactly two cases: C(H) > 0 
or C(H) < 0. Suppose the former.Either v > 0 over [0, a] or there is a smallest 
value p > 0 for which v(p) = 0 with V(X) > 0 over [0, ~1. In the first case, with 
c = C(H), 
and in the second 
1 -U 
2-l 
Hv + c 
--- 
‘0 
F ds > 0. 
In either event we have a contradiction. Therefore C(H) < 0. 
Now we show that V(X) > 0. Suppose the contrary. Let 3/Z > yr > 0, v(rr) = 
o(y& and V(X) < 0 over [rr , ~a]. Then 
and we have a further contradiction. 
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Let C(H) > -1 and assume that over a subinterval [rr , rs], ~a > ys , o > 1 
and o(y,) = a(~~). Then, as in (2.6), we reach a contradiction. Hence et < 1 
over [0, a] for C(H) > - 1. 
Now we show that C(H) > --M. Suppose the contrary. From (2.2), 
j w*(x) - 1 1 < KxlI2. Thus W(X) - 1 < ] W(X) - 1 1 < Kxl/* and, for any 
X E [I, M], Xw(x) + C(H) < X + C(H) + Kxi/*. Let 6 > 0 be such that 
M + C(H) + KW2 < 0; this follows since we are assuming that C(H) < --AZ. 
Hence, for x E [0, S), 
w’(x) - 1 = 2 sb; ($)’ dx < 0. 
Let y be the first number such that w(y) = 1. Then w(x) < 1 over [0, ~1 and 
O=,‘““,~(*‘~X<~~~-M~~ 
0 
(2.7) 
<M I--- 
(S ( 
1 
o H3 
&) dx) = 0 
with the last inequality valid because M/W > l/Ha. We have a contradiction 
in (2.7). Therefore C(iY) > -M. 
We are done once we show that C(H) < -1 implies that W(X) < 1 C(H)1 over 
[0, a]. In the contrary case we can find an interval (ri , y2) such that ~(7,) = 
4~~1, 3/* > n , and 44 > I CWI over (n , y2). Now the inequality 
0 = ,-‘* ($)’ dx = r Hw +N;cH) dx > ,-- _ ‘tH)k$ - ‘) dx > 0 
-0 71 Yl 
provides a contradiction. 
(e) Let w, and w2 satisfy (2.1) for the same HE .P. Subtracting the equa- 
tions and setting 5 = wi* - w22 gives 
MS2 - w2*)’ /I2 < 2M 11 w1 - v2 II2 < 2M (I (vl* - v2*) dx)“* 
< (4Mu”‘“/3) ~~(q” - Vet)’ II2 . 
Our condition now assures uniqueness. 1 
Let 
3” = {H: HE A? and there exists a w with (H, v) a solution pair}. 
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From (c) it is clear that for any d E [-n/r, -11 the functions H s -d and a z 1 
over [0, a] form a solution pair. Hence Z’ is not empty. However, since Hand o 
must satisfy a boundary value problem for the first order differential equation 
(2.3), one would reasonably expect Z’ to be a proper subset of 2. Therefore 
we give in the remainder of this section a sufficient condition that # = z?’ and 
we develop tools necessary for later sections. 
We begin with showing that Z’ is closed with respect to convergence a.e. 
LEMnT.4 2.2. Let {H,,) C S’? be a sequence which converges a.e. to HE 2. 
Assume that, for each n, (H, , o,) is a solution pair. Then there exists v such that 
(H, v) is a solution pair; i.e., X’ is closed with respect o convergence a.e. Moreover 
if 2Ma3J2 < 3, then the entire sequence {vn} converges uniformly to z’. 
Let I be the range of C oft 2’; C is a functional on SF. Then I is compact. 
Proof. Since /1(~,“/2)’ II2 is uniformly bounded there is a subsequence, still 
called n, which converges weakly to some w E H,‘((O, a)); i.e. ~.7,,~/2 converges 
strongly to w in L,((O, a)) and (wnP/2)’ converges weakly to w’ in L,((O, a)). For a 
further subsequence of n the numbers C(H,) converge to C, , for some C, .< 0, 
and ~,a/2 converges a.e. to w. Hence the subsequence {z)~} converges a.e. to 
(2w)l12. Therefore (~~12)’ converges a.e. to W’ with w solving the equation 
w’ = (H(2w)lj2 + C,,)/H3 and the subsequence v, converges uniformly to 
(2w)lra. Hence (H, (2w)lp) is a solution pair, C,, satisfies (2.4), and the closure 
of 2’ is established. 
If 2Ma312 < 3, then Lemma 2.1(e) says that any solution must be unique. 
Hence the entire sequence (7~~) converges to the solution of the preceding 
paragraph. 
Let H, E 2’ with C(H,J converging to C, as n -+ co. We wish to show that 
there exists an HE &” such that C(H) = C,,; i.e., I is closed, and, by (2.5), com- 
pact. For some subsequence of n the {H,} converges weakly in L, , p >, 2, to 
some H,, E Z’, {sn2/2} converges a.e. to some w E H,l((O, a)), and (~~~12)’ con- 
verges weakly in L, to w’. Therefore w solves the equation w’ = (H(2w)‘j2 + 
C,)/H,,3 with C,, = C(H) and (H, (2w)l9 a solution pair. 1 
The subsequence {v,> in the first part of proof converges uniformly to (2w)ll?. 
The condition 2Ma3p < 3 is used only to show that the entire sequence (~~1, 
introduced at the beginning of the proof, converges uniformly to (2w)ll?. 
In the sequel we will often denote a solution pair (H, v) by (H, pH) where the 
subscript His the profile H. This notation is to emphasize the dependence of the 
pressure distribution p, on the profile H. 
After we introduce some notation we will derive sufficient conditions that the 
set of step-functions in X is also in *. Our method of proof for that and 
subsequent results will depend on difference methods. 
Let h > 0 be such that that a/h is an integer. Let 1, = b, , v,), with V, > CL,,, 
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and m = I...., N, be a partition of [0, a) such that p,,,/h and v,/h are integers for 
all values of 112. Let 
1’2~ = (ih: i = O,..., a/h}, 
.o$ = (6: 5 is defined on Sz, with E(O) = [(a) = 11, 
&c.(i) = (5(i + 1) - 5(W, 
gth = 15: 4 E 4 and II f, II2 d 4, 
II E /I?; = jh u$;1(5(i))2 ),“; 
here t(i) =: [(ih) and D is an as yet unspecified positive number. Note that 
.GB’~ is a subset of Euclidean space of dimension a/h + 1. For 5 ~9~ let $(I: *) E k& 
be the unique solution of the equation 
for all 5 such that [ + 1 E A?‘~ , y > 0 is a parameter to be determined, and the 
summation is from i = 0 to i = a/h - 1; all summations will be over this 
range. 
If there exists an .$ E z& such that 
and 5(i) > 0 (2.9) 
for each i, then it is clear that (2.8) is a discrete approximation to (2.1). Our 
next result will give sufficient conditions for (2.9) and then show that discrete 
solutions converge to a solution of our differential equation. 
L~tinu 2.3. Let H be a step-function in S with H constant on I, with 
i = I,..., N. Assume that there exists a number Y > 0 such that 
all”Y < 1 and (ali - 1) Y* + MaY + M(a)li2 < 0. (2.10) 
Then there exists p, such that (H, pH) is a solution pair; i.e., HE 2’. 
Proof. We show the existence of an 6 E &j, satisfying (2.9). First we determine 
D so that+:&‘k-+G’h. 
Suppose we select D so that a112D < 1. Then k E Bh implies that 1 - a112D < 
f(i) < 1 + a1j2D for each i. 
From (2.8) we obtain the estimate 
II A I12 < m,“xU 1- rH3(i> 5(i>l) D + yM(a”“> (1 + (~l’~) D). 
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Now choosing y < l/hP( 1 + ar/*D) gives 
max{max{l - yX3[(i): XE [1, MI}: i = O,..., a/h $- l} < 1 - ~(1 - ar/*D) 
with 1 - yX3&i) > 0 for each i. Therefore to have $ E S8, it is sufficient that 
(1 _ y(l - a'/') D) D + yM(al~) (1 + D(a1r2)) G D 
or 
(a l/2 - 1) D* + MUD + M(u’~~) < 0. 
Letting D = Y gives us our mapping property. 
Now we show that 4 is continuous on JZ@~ . Let & E B’h , dn: == +([,: .), and 
k = 1,2. Then 
II(+, - +2)x l/2 < (1 + yM3U + W’W II& - &.)x 112 
+ yM3D m={l El - & I: il + YM II 5, - 5, II2 
d (1 + yM3(1 + 2W’*)) + YMU) IIt& - Uc 112 . 
Continuity is now established and the Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem establishes 
the existence of a solution to (2.9) and therefore a solution to the equation 
h C W”(i) Edi) LO) - H(i) &(i>) 5,(i) = 0 (2.11) 
which is to hold for all 5 with 5 + 1 E &h . 
Let h, = h/2” for n a positive integer and let e,, E .Bh be a solution of (2.11) 
corresponding to h, . We will show that the 5, converge to a function p, with 
(H, pH) a solution pair. 
For x E [ih, , (i + 1) h,] let p,(x) be the line segment joining (ih, t,,(i)) to 
((i + 1) h, , E,(i + 1)); i.e., 
pn(x) = 5,,(i) (x - %J + M). 
Hence, for any x E [ih, , (z’ + 1) h,], 
P(X) (9)’ - H(x) pm(x) 
= H”(X) t,(i) 5,,(i) - H(x) 5,(i) + {H3(En,(i))2 - ~Lz(i)~ (x - i&J, 
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and, for any fixed 5 E Ccm((O, a)), 
= hnW3(i) &z(i) 5,&l - H(i) 5,(i)) 5,(~) (2.12) 
+ W3(i) (5,,(i))’ + H(i) t,,(i)) sy (.y - %J 5’ d.v 
oi 
where (Y = ih, and y = (i + 1) h, . Summing (2.12) over all values of i gives 
( jH3(x) (9)’ - H(x) p,(s)/ l’(x) dx = Ah, (2.13) 
where 
I A 1 < {M3D2 + M(ul/*) D} max{j c’(x)/: x E [0, u]}. 
Since p;(x) = m+(i) over (ih, , (i + 1) h,), Ij Pi& < D and max{] pn(jr)j: 
x E [0, u]} < 1 + D(a112). Therefore there exists pH(x) with p,&‘~) - 1 E 
Ht,,((O, a)) and a subsequence of n such that p,(x) -&(x) converges weakly 
to zero in H,‘,,((O, a)). Moreover, from (2.13), (H, Pi) is a solution pair. 1 
Our condition that the step-function H was constant on [CL,,< , v,,,) with h 
dividing both CL”,, and Y,,! is no restriction. To see this we observe that any 
continuous function on [0, a] may be approximated arbitrarily closely by a step- 
function of our type. Now for any element of X we may find a sequence of 
elements in C([O, a]) such that they converge strongly inL,((O, u)) to this element 
of X. For this sequence we may find a subsequence which converges a.e. to that 
element of z?. Therefore our class of step-functions is dense in X with respect 
to convergence a.e. and we have proved, with the aid of Lemma 2.2, our next 
result. 
THEOREM 2.1. If there exists I- > 0 such that (2.10) is sutis$ed, then for any 
HE .% there exists p, with (H, pH) a solution pair, i.e., X = P. 
The assumption that (2.10) holds places a constraint on the physical constants 
M and a of the problem. Clearly a < 1. Solving the quadratic equation yields 
the additional condition that M < (1 - u112)/2u(ur9 and the right-hand side of 
that inequality must be larger than one. 
3. THE CONTROL PROBLEM 
Here we prove that (2) has a solution for any finite a and M with .M > I. 
First we divide Z into subsets AYi with c E [-M, 0] and 
s; = {H: HE.X’and C(H) = c). 
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Clearly u {S-Y:: c E [--M, O]> -= ~‘8’ but these sets need not be disjoint unless 
we know that to each HE S’ there is a unique p, with (H, pH) a solution pair. 
Then for any c E [-M, 0] we show there exists an H, E #I such that 
~(PH,) = max(P(p,): H E A?: \ (3.1) 
and, finally, we show that there is an e E [-A/l, 0] for which 
(3.2) 
the latter follows since 9(pH,) is a smooth function of c. 
From Lemma 2.1 we know that Z” # 0 and that we may restrict c to be in 
[--M, -I] since a = max{Y(pHC): c E [-l,O]} with a = P(pH), Hz 1, and 
p,- I. 
Let c E [--.‘U, - 11. If H E &i , then p, satisfies the equation 
(PHWI~)’ = (H(x) pa&) + c)lH3(.r) 
for almost all Y E [0, a]. Define 
F,(X, p) = (XP + 4/p (3.3) 
with X E [I, &‘I and with p E [0, -cl a parameter. For fixed p let 
Then 
F,(p) = max{F,(X, p): X E [l, MI}. 
PC(p) == max{F,( 1, p), F,(M, p), F,(-~c/~P. p), if -3q2p E [l, M]; 
== miis{F,( 1) p), F,(M, p)}, if -3c,‘2p $ [l, AZ]. 
(3.4) 
Note that -3~12~ 3 1 but -3~12~ < M requires that p > -3c/2M. 
Now we evaluate the right-hand side of (3.4). 
We have that F,(l, p) < F,(M, p) if and only if (M3 - M) p < (1 - MB) c 
and this is always true since p E (0, -cl. 
Suppose -3c/2p E [l, M]. Then FC( 1, p) < F,(--3c/2p, p) if and only if 
279~ -+ 27~~ < 4~3 which is always true for p E (0, -cl. 
Now let -3c/2p E [1, M]. Then the sign of F,(M, p) - F,( -3c/2p, p) A 
M3,/3f(p) is the sign of the polynomial f(p) = 27p(c/M)? -+ 27(~/M)~ - 4p3. This 
polynomial has a positive critical point at p = 2 / c 1/2&Z with this point a 
relative maximum since f”(p) < 0 for p > 0. Now f(0) < 0 and f(3 1 c I/ZM) 
= 0. Thus f(p) has a zero maximum for p 3 0 and F,(M, p) -~ F,(--3c/2p, p) 
< 0; i.e.. - 3c.i2p gives the largest value whenever -3c/2p E [l, M]. 
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We have proved that 
FCC(p) = Ii,(--3cl2p, p), if -3c/2p E [l, M]; (3.5) 
= FcWC P), if -3c/2p $ [I, M]. (3.6) 
Now we construct a non-trivial solution pair for any c E [--M, - 11. 
For given x,, E [0, a] and p, E (0, -c) let p(x) satisfy 
d p” -- 
( ) dx 2 = Fe(P) (3.7) 
with p(xa) = p, . When the right-hand side is given by (3.5) we obtain the 
explicit solution 
p(x) = 27czpp,/(27c2 - 4p,(.r - x,,)) (3.8) 
and when PC(p) is given by (3.6) we obtain the implicit relation 
APp(x) - MC In 1 Alp(x) + c j = x - x0 + M”pa - MC In 1 Alp, $- c I . (3.9) 
The function given in (3.8) is monotonically increasing for increasing x with a 
vertical asymptote at 
xc = x0 + 279/4p, . 
In (3.9) we observe that AZ-p(x) + c must be of one sign and may never equal 
zero; this sign is determined by that of Mp, + c. Hence, if Mp, + c > 0 (or 
<0), then p(x) is an increasing (or decreasing) function of x and p(x) > -c/M 
(or p(x) < -c/M) for all x > x0 . If p, = -c/M, then p(x) = -c/M for all x. 
Let 
F,(p) = min{F,(X, p): X E [ 1, MI). 
Then F,(p) = F,( 1, p) and the differential equation 
d p” -- 
( i dx 2 = F,(P) 
with p(u) = 1 has the solution implicitly defined by the relation 
p(x) - c In 1 p(x) + c 1 = x - a + 1 - c In j 1 + c 1 . (3.10) 
This function increases monotonically as x decreases and p(x) + c < 0 for all 
x < a. Let peR(x) denote the function defined by (3.10). 
Look at x,, = 0. Since p(0) = 1, two cases present themselves. 
(I) -3c/2 E [l, M]; i.e., -c < 2M/3. 
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Making the substitution x,, = 0 and p, = 1 in (3.8) gives a function which 
we call p&x). The graph of this function must intersect pcR(x) at a number & 
with & < x, = 27c2/4. We obtain $ by solving Eq. (3.10) for x after p(x) is 
replaced by (3.8) with x0 = 0 and p, = 1; i.e., solve x in the equation 
27c’ 27~~ 
2lc” - 4.x 
c In 
21ca - 4x 
+Ci=x---a+l--clnil+cl. (3.11) 
It is clear that the solution to (3.1 l), called gC , is a continuously differential 
function of c. 
If -3c/2pCR(Q E [l, M], then the function 
PC(X) = PC&), s E [O, a,]; 
= PeR(d x E [ic ) a], 
(3.12) 
is a solution of (1) when pH( x is replaced byp,(x) and H(r) is replaced by ) 
H,(x) =: -3c,‘2P&), s E [O, a,]; 
= 1, SE(“+e,a]. 
(3.13) 
If -3c/2pCR(&) $ [I, M], then let X, E (0, a,) be such that -3c/2p,,,(.~~) = 1; 
since p&x) is monotonically increasing this value must be assumed in order 
to get -3c/2pCL1(x) outside the interval [l, M]. Now substitute x,, = X, and 
p, = -3c/2 into (3.9) and obtain a function pCL2(x) which is monotonically 
increasing for x > ~~ . Also the function peL2(x) must intersect the curve pcR(x) 
at 2, E (gC, a). Thus 
PC(X) = PdX>~ x E [O, &I; 
= PCL2(4 x E [q ) a,]; 
=PcR(~)T x E [a, ) a], 
must solve the differential equation (1) when H = H, and 
w) = --3~/2P,~da x E [O, q]; 
= M, xE(x,,K,); 
ZZ 1, x E [& , u]. 
The value of 5C is obtained by solving the equation 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
27c2/(27c’ - 4x) = --c/2 (3.16) 
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for x and the value of 5, is obtained by eliminating p from the two equations 
p-cclnIp$-cl =x--a+ 1 -clrrl frl (3.17) 
M2p - MC In 1 Alp + c I = s - iC - 3Mci2 - MC In / -3iVlc’2 + c 1 
and solving the resulting equation for s. 
(II) -3c/2 $ [I, AZ]; i.e., -c > 2M/3. 
Here peL1(x) is given by (3.9) with x0 = 0 and p, = 1. Let iC be such that 
p,,,(k,) = p,,(&) with .Ce E (0, a). Then the value of & is given by eliminating p 
from the equations 
p-rlnlp+cl=s--a+l-~InIlfcl 
.I12p - dlC In j ilZp $ C 1 = S - Jf2 - i23c In I jlf + c I 
(3.18) 
and solving the resulting equation for x. 
If -3c/2p,,(S,) 6 [I, M], then the function 
(3.19) 
solves (1) with H replaced by 
H,(x) = M, .Y E [O, S,]; 
= 1, s E (.C, ) a]. 
If -3c/2pCR(f,) E [l, M], then let JT, be the first positive value of x such that 
-3c/2P&) E [l, M]; i.e., -~c/~P,~~(s~) = M or peL1(&) = -3c/2M. The 
value of & may be obtained by solving the equation 
-3Mc/2 - MC In / --c/2 j = .IC - M” - MC In 1 M + c / 
for x. Let p,,,(x) be given by 
(3.21) 
pct2(x) = 27c2/(27c2 + 64.x - q)/M) (3.22) 
which is obtained from (3.8) by setting x,, = & andp, = -3c/2M. Let 8, be the 
value of x E (gC , CZ) such that pCLp(x) intersects pcR(.x); the numerical value of GC 
is obtained in a manner similar to that in (3.16) and (3.17). Then the function p, 
given as in (3.14) solves (1) when H = H, and 
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Observe that if -c > AZ, then -3cj2 $ [I, M] and hence (3.9) applies at 
.T = 0 and (3.10) applies at s = a. Since both of these functions are descreasing 
for all .T, they never meet in [0, a] and our analysis fails. This further substan- 
tiates the result of Lemma 2.1 that &?i = 0 for -c > AI. 
The next result shows we have solved the problem in (3.1). 
LEMMA 3.1. For each c E [-M, - 11, the H, constructed above is in Xi and 
the associated p,(x) is uniqueI>! determined b?l the numerical value of c. Moreover 
the function p, satisjes the relation 
PC(X) ;;:z p,&) (3.23) 
for each .r E [0, a] and for every HE 2:; note that ST: now contains at least tzao 
functions for each c E [- $1, - 11. 
Proof. An immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 and our construction of 
H, is that H, E A@: . 
First we show that for a fixed c E [--M, - l] and for H E 31ci there is an E > 0 
such that p,(x) > pH(x) for K E [0, ~1. It is sufficient to do this for step function 
approximations to H, still called H. 
Suppose H,(x) = M for .1c E [O, a) with oi > 0. For a null sequence {hnj as in 
Section 2 we let P,.,, be a solution over Q,, , h = h, , of the difference problem 
H,(i) P,,(i) + c = 
HC3(i) ’ Pm(O) = 1. I’ 
We let PO, solve (3.24) over Q,, but with H, replaced by H. Since pe is continu- 
ously differentiable over [0, OL), 1 P,,(i) - p,(ih,)l < O(h,) for sufficiently large n 
and for 2~ E [0, /3] with /3 < iy. Hence, for some E < p and for sufficiently large n, 
-3c/(2p,(x) + O(h,)) $ [l, M] and -3c/2P,,(i) $ [l, M] for ih,, E [O, 61. Thus 
max((XP,,,(i) + c)/X3: X E [l, M]} = (MP( ,) + c)/M3 and 
for all ih, E [0, E]. Therefore, P,,(i) > P,,(i) for ih, E [0, E] and letting n + DJ 
gives pc(x) 2 pH(.z.) over [0, ~1. 
Suppose H,(x) = -3c/2pc(.z) for s E [O, a). Let PC,, solve the difference 
problem 
(3.25) 
-4gain I PC,,(i) - p,(ih,)j < O(h,t) f OI sufficiently large n and for ill,L E [0, a). 
Consequently there exists an E E (0, a) such that --3c/ZPJi) E [l, AZ] for ih, E 
[0, ~1. Observing that mas{(XPJi) + c)/X? SE [I, Mjj = 4P,.,(i)‘27rZ over 
[0, G] gives the conclusion that pC(.x) :C pH(.x) for .Y E [0, ~1. 
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Having shown that for every HE SPY there exists an E > 0 such that P,(X) > 
pH(x) over [0, 61 we will now prove that p,(x) > pH(x) over [0, a]. 
Over the interval [0, l ] the inequality 
( 1 PC' ',HPe+~,Hpdc = A~:' __ ,I 2 7 .P i ) H3 ,2. 
holds a.e. Iz’ow consider the two cases: 
(a) Strict inequality holds on a set of positive measure. 
Integrating over [0, ~1 then shows that ~~(6) > pH(c). Now suppose there 
exists 6 E (E, a) such that p&j) = pH(8) with p,(r) > p&t) for x E [E, 8). \ve 
again conclude that p,(S) > &(a); i.e., pc(.y) > pH(x) for x E [0, a]. 
(b) Equality holds a.e. 
For all s E [0, ~1 we have that p&) = Pi. Now combine the early part of 
the proof, but now start at R = E rather than x = 0, and (a) to conclude that 
p,(x) 3: pH(x) over [0, a]. 1 
Now we evaluate Z(pe) and show it is in C([--M, -11). 
If p, satisfies the differential equation (p2/2)’ = (Mp + c)/M” over an interval 
(01, p), then solving for p, and integrating over (OL, /3) gives 
rpc(x) dx = y (p,z(p) - p:(a)) - ;(/3 - a). 
-L1 
(3.26) 
Similarly if p, satisfies (p,“/2)’ = p, + c over (01, /3), then 
r” P&J dx = +(~e@@) - P,‘@)) - 43 - 4 
If p, is given by (3.8) over (OL, /3) with x,, = 01, then 
(pc(x) dx = - F (ln(27ca - 4(/3 - a)p,) - ln(27c”)) (3.28) 
with p, = p,(a). 
Using the results in (3.26)-(3.28) we may represent the ~?e(pJ, when p, has the 
representation in (3.8), (3.9), (3.12), (3.14), or (3.19) as a function of c with OL and 
/3 taking the values 0, x,. , 3;‘, & or a. For example if p, is given by (3.14) then 
Y(p,) = y r2(ln(27c2 - 4X,) - ln(27c2)) + F(pF(.?c) - pi’(%c)) 
- & (.Vc - LF,) + -; (1 - pcyzc)) - c(a -- ic) 
where x0 = (54~” + 34cs)/54, p,(%J = -3c/2 and $ is obtained by solving the 
equations in (3.17). 
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Observing that P’(p,) is a continuous function of c on [--M, -I] the next 
result follows easily. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let a > 0 and M > 0 be given. There exists an element 
e E [--M, -11 such that 
Y(p,) = max(Z@‘): c E [-ICI, - l]} 
= max{P(p,): H E %I\ 
and P(p,) > a. 
4. SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We have shown that a solution of (2) is obtained by finding the maximum value 
of 9(pH,) as c E [--M, -11 with the p, given in closed form. Several numerical 
methods may be used to accomplish th&. The method we choose in this section 
is to replace the differential equations definingpHC by simple difference equations 
and to replace the integrals defining the loads by the trapezoidal rule applied 
to the solutions of the difference equations. We then make a simple search for the 
maximum value. This particular approach has been justified in Section 2. 
Now we precisely formulate what we have just outlined. 
Let h and AC be given and let c = --Jf + dAc where d y I,..., / - I with 
- 1 = -M -t j AC. For s, = ih, i = 0 ,..., N and Nh = a, let 
G(A’ - i - 1) = (G”(A’ - i) - 2h(G(N - i) + c))“’ (4.1) 
where G(N) -= 1. In (4.1) we have a solution of the difference equation (3.24) 
when H,(i) = 1 for all i. 
Let P(0) = 1. If -3c/2P(i) <. M, then let 
P(i + 1) = (P’(i) + 8P3(i)/27c’)l!” (4.2) 
providing P(i) < G(i) and P(i + 1) < G(i + 1); (4.2) is the difference equation 
(3.25). If -3c/2P(i) > M, let 
P(i + 1) = (p’(i) -t 2h(MP(i) + c)/IcP)l ‘2 (4.3) 
providing P(i) < G(i) and P(i + 1) C< G(i - I); (4.3) is the ditference equation 
(3.24). Let i,, be the first value of i such that P(i,,) < G(i,) and P(iO -+- 1) > 
G(i, + 1). Then let P(i) = G(i) for all i > iu . The resulting A’ I \-ector with 
ith component P(i) is the discrete analogue of pC( .) A an i0 is an approximation to d 
.CC , for example, in (3.14). 
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Using the trapeziodal rule we obtain the discrete load by the formula 
N-1 
g@) = h(P(O) + P(N))j2 + h C P(i). (4.4) 
i=l 
Now search over the J - 1 values of c so as to give the largest value of (4.4). 
In Table I we give some selected values of (4.4) when M = 4, AC = 0.01, 
h = 0.01, N = 101, and J = 300. We give just enough values to show the 
cresting of (4.4) as a function of c. 
TABLE I 
c Load ‘0 
-__ 
-2.85 1.00921 99 
- 2.25 1.01484 98 
-1.90 1.02049 96 
-1.30 1.03489 74 
- 1.29 1.03496 73 
- 1.28 1.03499 71 
-1.27 1.03500 70 
- 1.26 1.03497 69 
-1.25 1.03490 68 
-1.24 1.03478 66 
-1.08 1.02186 30 
- 1.01 1.00361 4 
We also wanted to see if the maximum value of (4.4) was independent of the 
size of M provided M was sufficiently large. To this end we allowed 
M == 4 - K/IO where K = O,..., 30, and we searched over each of these 31 
values of M for the largest value of (4.4); i.e., 9#‘: K) is the value obtained, 
for given K, in the preceding paragraphs. We then searched for the 
max{L&(P: K): K = O,..., 30). 
In Table II we give for selected values of M E (1,4], or equivalently for value 
of K, the maximum value of the load which we denote by 9’#: K). In this 
table h = 0.01 and AC = 0.01. For example if K = 5, i.e., M = 3.5, then the 
maximum value of the load for this M is Yh(P: 5) = 1.035002. We observe that 
the maximum load is constant until K = 21 when the maximum load starts to 
decrease; this is exactly what one would expect. 
Results in the preceding sections show that the maximum value of (4.4) (and 
the values of H which make (4.4) maximum) converges to max{S?(pH): HE &“I 
(and to an optimum profile) as h goes to zero. 
The gross shape of our optimal profile is similar to that Mayday in [3]. 
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TABLE II 
K Yh(P : K) 
0 1.035002 
5 1.035002 
10 1.035002 
21 1.035002 
22 1.034893 
25 1.031529 
26 1.028732 
27 1.02465 1 
28 I .028870 
29 1.010808 
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